
Visitor Management System

VMS
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In many facilities, visitors are still registered using a handwritten 
paper log. While this method is perceived as quick and easy, it 
provides virtually no security and leaves visitor information 
available for anyone to see. Automated visitor management 
solutions lend a more professional appearance, enhance 
security and meet compliance mandates for the collection 
and auditing of visitor data.

MicroCenter eVMS allows organizations to automate 
the entire process of registering a visitor, printing a 
badge and capturing detailed information in 
seconds by simply reading all GCC Smart IDs  
and all Passports. 

Why MicroCenter eVMS ?? Bene�ts of eVMS 
• Eliminates need to manually write 

details of visitors in the registers 

• Reduces time consumption and effort 

for visitors as well as security 

• Prevents any incorrect information from 

being recorded 

• Eases analysis of details by generating instant 

reports

MicroCenter, one of the pioneer IT companies with 33 years of success in Bahrain. As a leading 
IT solutions company, MicroCenter has used knowledge to create smart solutions. We offer a 
visitor management solution that meets the core security requirements of medium and large 
organizations relating to visitors.



The eVMS Architecture

Visitors without prior appointments can raise a request for an appointment which would be communicated to the employee. 
The secretary/receptionists to raise a request for appointment on behalf of the visitor to the staff/employee. 
The Employee can accept, cancel & postpone the appointment according to his convenience; an email for the same action  will 
be send to the visitor at the same time. 
Appointment Reports: All Reports related to the appointments can be generated. 

Visits-in: Reading of all 
GCC Smart IDs and all 
Passports for capturing 
the visitor’s details and 
entering visits detail 

Blocking: 
Blocking visitor from 
the premises

Reports: 
With all details about 
visitors and visits can be 
generated instantly

Visits Details: 
The user can filter the 
data depending on date, 
time, visited persons, 
visited locations etc. 
Receive notifications 
whenever a visitor 
arrives at your premises

Manage Visitors: 
The administrator can 
block or activate a 
particular visitor 

Appointment Management

Noti�cations 
Staff/employee will receive notifications from the system 
via e-mail/desktop alert or SMS. 
The notifications are sent every time the security 
supervisor scans the visitor’s CPR card at the gate. 
When the visitor exits the organization, the staff/employee 
receives another notification regarding the same.
Notifications include the photograph and other necessary 
details of the visitor.

   Fast & Secure Communication among Users 
eVMS has been developed to effortlessly interface with Active Directory which makes communication among the personnel more 
secure & efficient due to easy accessibility to information.
This characteristic allows to identify the eVMS users based on windows accounts available in Active Directory in their domain 
which provides Single-Sign-On (SSO). Hence, any user accessing the application site will automatically login without prompted 
to provide the credential.

Visits-out: A page 
showing all current
visitors and users can 
view the details
of the checked out 
visitors

Data Sharing: 
Data can be accessed 
across multiple 
locations, which helps 
to store all details of 
visitors in a central 
repository 

VMS
TM



Some of the important 
dashboards are:

Today Appointments:  Display 
number of current accepted 
appointments

Visit In:  Display number of current 
visitors still inside the building

Overstay:  Display number of 
visitors exceeded the allowed time 
duration

Today Visits: Display total number 
of visitors visited on current date
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    Daily, Weekly and Monthly visitors information Report 
    Current visitors inside premises, time spent by the visitor 
    Particular visitor Report, Flexible report fields 
    Chart Reports, Graphical Reports, and Reports by Nationality, Departments, Floor & Division.

Reports:
eVMS Reports 

   Better Security Intelligence
With the help of eVMS interactive dashboards, you can have holistic snapshot of all the visitors who are already inside the premises 
and visited in the past. 

   Seamless Integration with Databases
This unique feature of eVMS enables users to access external databases like directorates, sections, employees and floors without 
feeding data manually.
eVMS is equipped with powerful auto connection feature and feeding of required data from external databases like MS Server, My 
SQL and Oracle.

VMS
TM

eVMS is now GIS enabled by integrating with ArcGIS technology .The major 
objective of this integration is to facilitate the security team with visual 
localization and tracing of the  visitor within its  premises during his entire period 
of the stay. It would help the security team to keep a close watch on the activities 
of all the visitors within the premises.

The eVMS-ArcGIS integration provides the following additional 
features.

    Helps in creating 3D virtual buildings in line with the customer’s actual building 
layouts. (A realistic 3D building model is also possible if the customer provides 
2D architectural CAD drawings)

    Once the visitor is inside the premises, the system would help the supervisors 
in providing its possible location within the building with the help of color coded 
symbolic visitor view. The color codes change in real time based on visitor’s 
status (visited in, visited out & overstayed) by enabling the supervisors to take 
instant decisions regarding unfriendly visitors.

   GIS integrated selective video streaming feature has also been enabled to 
assist the security supervisors to locate the visitor within the premises. 

This system is different from a typical indoor tracking  security systems where 
the visitors are tracked by  attaching devices like RFID /WiFi/ GPS which can be 
easily removed / exchanged by the visitor himself, rendering the whole process 
impractical as the visitor will then be free to move about. The concept behind 
eVMS - ArcGIS integration is to secure the area by tracking the location of the 
visitor and record the details of his/her visit for future.

ArcGIS Integration with eVMS



“Some of our success stories – Organisations already using eVMS”

eVMS Server 
Standard  Version

eVMS Server 
Advance Version

eVMS Server Basic 
Version

eVMS Desktop Version

Start up Kit 

Single User Software 

One Smart Card 
Reader 

Server Software with 
Oracle License

Two Smart Card 
Readers 

One Administrative 
User

20 Server Network 
Users

Server Software with 
Oracle License

Two Smart Card 
Readers

One Administrative 
User 

Upto 50 Server 
Network Users

Noti�cations 

Server Software with 
Oracle License  

Four Smart Card 
Readers 

One Administrative 
User 

Upto100 Server 
Network Users 

Appointment Module

Noti�cations

Active Directory 
Interface

eVMS Scalable Versions

Operating with Oracle MySQL Server 
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